ACOUSTIC GUITAR
LIMITED EDITION

AE1000 VV
- Quilted Maple Top
- Quilted Maple Back & Sides
- Abalone Sound hole Rosette
- Abalone Block Inlay on the fingerboard
- Gold Grover Tuning Machine w/brown pearl plastic knob
- Fishman® Matrix™ Pickup
- Fishman® Prefix™ Plus™ EQ
- Body Top Binding: Outside—Maple, Inside—Abalone
- Vintage Violin Finish

Limited edition AE model.
Comfortable body size and shape provide good playability especially on a live performance.
Fishman’s exclusive Matrix pickup provides true high fidelity flat response with no dead spots and Prefix Plus EQ complements the Matrix pickup with active shelving bass and treble controls with parametric midrange control.
Not only the gorgeous looks, also gorgeous sound quality.
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
LIMITED EDITION

AW20CE LTD TBS
- Solid Spruce Top
- Maple Back & Sides
- Fishman® Sonitone® Pickup
- Ibanez AEQ-SS Shape Shifter EQ
- Gold Grover Tuning Machine
- Special Abalone Position Mark at 12th fret
- Transparent Blue Sunburst Finish

AW30CE LTD ACV
- Solid Spruce Top
- Flame Sycamore Back & Sides
- Fishman® Sonitone® Pickup
- Ibanez AEQ-SS Shape Shifter EQ
- Gold Grover Tuning Machine
- Special Abalone Position Mark at 12th fret
- Antique Cherry Violin Finish

AEL40S DVS
- Solid Spruce Top
- Flame Sycamore Back & Sides
- Gold Die Cast Tuning Machine
- Fishman® Sonitone® Pickup
- Ibanez AEQ-SS Shape Shifter EQ
- Special pattern Pearl Fingerboard Inlay
- Dark Violin Sunburst Finish
- Available Colors: DVS (Dark Violin Sunburst), TCS (Transparent Black Cherry Sunburst)

Spot models for limited production period.
Mixing of traditional AV essence and contemporary taste provides a breath of fresh feeling.
Combination of Fishman Sonitone pickup and Ibanez AEQ-SS Shape Shifter EQ can let the player spend bare minimum time for tweaking controls and the absolute maximum time playing, and can assure to make the best performance.

Spot models for limited production period.
Upper grade model based on current AEL20
Combination of Fishman Sonitone pickup and Ibanez AEQ-SS Shape Shifter EQ can let the player spend bare minimum time for tweaking controls and the absolute maximum time playing, and can assure to make the best performance.
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